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A proton with mass m=1 and charge Q=1(C)oulomb 
that enters a water molecule with relative mass 18 over 
a distance ∆y of 18picometer (a string with length a 
hydrogen- or proton bonding step), does increase the 
potential energy of that water molecule with 1picometer 
(1/18*18) per 1/3 Coulomb when the proton charge is 
assigned to the oxygen atom (OH-) and the capacitance 
of the proton is assigned 
to the relative excursion 

of each of the proton units in that water molecule 
(∆y=1/3C). Thus, that water molecule is freezing 
(increase of volume) in a rotating electrical field E 
(spin up) caused by a serial increase in capacitance 
1/3C of the 3 protons present at that moment in the 
water molecule (b). Mass m and charge of the proton are converted into an 
electrical field perpendicular on the direction of the impact  (Maxwell). Thus, the 
water molecule generates an electrical potential over a length of one picomtr. The 
electrical potential V generated by the distance of one picomtr (q=C.V) when a Volt 
per definition is defined as Volt.cm is 

 V = 10-12m/0.33C = 10-10Volt.cm/0.33Coulomb  

The proton has to leave the molecule as electrical 
current in an electrical RC-circuit. Thus, by this phase-
shift from volt to current in the RC-circuit with RC-
time constant of 1/sec (1/3Cx3C/sec=1/sec) the charge is 
leaving the molecule as current (spin down) of 
3.1010cm/sec per charge Q+. Thus, at the speed of light 
(3.105km/sec) against its own generated electrical field 

of 3.1010Volt.cm when the water molecule wants to assume its normal, smaller, 
volume (see figure). It is impossible because current runs, by definition, as vector 
from higher to lower potential. To escape this situation the scalar potential energy of 
the proton is transported. It is done simply by sublimation of the ice molecule into a 
gas H+ and OH- molecules at essentially 0Volt in a plane perpendicular on the axis 
of the current. Hence, scalar potential energy or free electrical H+ and OH- potential 
is generated in the dielectrical vacuum of a capacitor by molecular H2O splicing.  By 



this move the charge is able to travel in its own electrical field of essentially 0Volt 
(admittance).  

The sum of a volume changing into potential, and potential changing into volume is 
zero at equilibrium: V.δi-i.δV=0 (see 15 at www.Bijman.info heat exchange). Hence, 
the work done per second in this equilibrium state of isentropic adiabatic volume 
increase and decrease over given distance s is given by the following formula   

W(t)/m  x  s.sec-1  = 3.1010cm/sec  x  3.1010cm/sec  or    W(t) = m.c2 

The work W(t) is done by a particle with charge Q traveling over given distance s 
per second in a closed homogenous electrical field of essentially 0Volt potential. The 
field E represents the di-electrical vacuum of a capacitor.  

Gravity: The increase in generated potential energy (∆E) is proportional to decrease 
of potential energy of mass (-mgh) of the proton when it is traveling as force F over 
distance s. The force developed by a charge Q+ in an electrical field holds the 
following equation: F=Q+.E.  Hence, when E=0 then g is proportional to h, the 
maximal distance a proton can travel per second over a distance s. Hence we can 
write  

W(t) =-m.c.h  = -mc2   

And per second  

  

Thus, Einstein's relationship E=mc2 for nuclear or molecular splicing is nothing else 
but a formal description of a special condition of a normal RC-circuit obeying the 
2nd law of electricity. The angle between the incoming and outgoing particle is 90 
degrees, which means that the relative velocity is always c and that the effect should 
be insensitive to magnetic fields like γ-Radiation. 

γ-Radiation. The phenomenon of a particle like a proton entering a substance at the 
speed of light and leaving the substance at the speed of light is also known in the 
field of gamma radiation. The transubstantiation of a proton charge into volume via 
the Coulomb force takes place in the vicinity of the nucleus. The energy of the 
proton is converted into the mass of an electron/positron pair. Hence, O2- is 
temporarily converted into a positron, carrying the anti-matter equivalent of the 
proton charge (looking like OH-).  The kinetic energy for this proton trapped into 
the vicinity of the nucleus is 10-12Volt.meter per 3H2O (Volt.picometer, see above). It 
is the −γradiation (Rutherfort) equivalent of 3 bonding distances of 18picometer 
delivered to 3H2O molecules in series. The energy for the nuclear interaction is 
1.02MeVolt (textbook), which generates potential energy of 3H+ and 3OH- pairs. 
Thus, 1.67.10-19∆volumeH2O is generated per potential energy of a single bonding 
H+  equivalent (10-12Voltmeter/6x1.02MeVolt). This volume to charge (free electrical 



potential) conversion takes place in an apparent volume of 0.1liter because the 
current defined as C/mtr is converted in a rotating field to OH-/cm and H+/cm (see 
above).  The current to volume (volume, gas) conversion of the electrical field 
generated by a DC proton current is therefore equivalent with 10-1.106∆volumeH2O 
per 1.67.10-19electronVolt (in Coulomb) or 6.1023∆volumeH2O per coulomb and per 
liter (1moleH2O/liter), which is 18mlH2O/CoulombH+. Note that Faraday's constant 
according to this calculus is about 105Coulomb/mole.  

In the foregoing is shown that charge, phase, volume and mass, thus everything 
need to be turned 'inside out' in order to get 'information' from one place to 
another. The method is for all kind of information the same. That is why every mole 
contains 6.1023 molecules, but it also means that all other kind of information like 
sound, noise, smell, taste etcetera need to pass the dielectrical vacuum of a 
capacitor, for example the genome, in order to get processed appropriately.  
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